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33 The Overseas Association : Articl e XXIV in Practic e 
"(B)u tt  how many delegates could have foreseen that these provisions would be used also for 
forgingg closer  Commercial ties between developed and developing countries? Such a 
colonial-typee pact was surely a thing of the past." 

F.A.F.A. Haight, Journal of World Trade Law, 1972. 

3.13.1 introduction 
Havingg reviewed draftin g history and some of the requirements contained in GATT Articl e XXIV , we 
turnn now to its application in early practice in order  to survey the interpretation issues raised by the 
Article .. Although the EEC Association of Overseas Territorie s was not the first  free-trade area 
agreementt  to be submitted to the GATT for  review according to Articl e XXIV , it remains a most 
importantt  agreement reviewed in the GATT, and for  a number  of reasons. Besides the size of the 
arrangementt  encompassing eighteen separate free-trade areas between former  colonies of the original 
sixx member states and the declared European Economic Community, the review parties were required 
too directly confront the most difficul t issues regarding the requirements of Articl e XXI V in respect to 
free-tradefree-trade area formations. 

Complicatingg the issues presented in the Review was the nature of the parties to the Association, this 
beingg the developed economies of the European Economic Community on one hand, and a large 
numberr  of lesser  or  least developed territorie s on the other. Certain issues raised in the review are 
distinctt  to this type of formation, especially the question of whether  the reciprocity requirement for 
formingg free-trade areas between countries at vastly differin g development levels should be imposed 
att  all. This aspect of the Association made resolutions of the legal issues more difficult , particularl y at 
thiss junctur e of the early GATT practice. Since the EEC continued through the 1960's and 1970's to 
invokee Articl e XXTV for  a number  of Associations and agreements with developing countries, this 
Revieww remains a most valuable precedent as it established the pattern. 

Thee approach taken in this chapter  wil l be to address the legal questions in the order  they were raised 
byy the Workin g Group report and then to summarise the positions of the parties. Commentary is 
providedd with each section following the parties' positions. 

3.23.2 Overview  of  the Association  issues 
Off  interest to the free-trade area requirements of Articl e XXTV was the work of Sub-Group D. This 
wass established to examine the Association of Overseas Territories,1 as arrangements were submitted 
too establish a number  of bilateral free-trade areas between the Community as a single territor y and the 
individuall  territories.2 The plan was contested. As the report indicated, "most"  of the Workin g Group 
memberss did not consider  that the Overseas Association provisions of the Rome Treaty were 

11 The Overseas Association, The Treaties Establishing the European Economic Community and the European 
Atomicc Energy Community, 1958 BISD, Sixth Supplement, Reports 29 November, 1957, L/778, BISD p. 70. 
22 Several arguments advanced by Working Group members have been long recognised as unsustainable under 
aa current understanding of the Article's requirements. Except for passing reference a discussion of these 
questionss is omitted. This includes particularly the question raised as to whether Article XXIV could condone the 
simultaneouss establishment of a customs union (the EEC) and a free-trade area with the Association parties (the 
Ceylonn note). The argument has a slight relevance in its bearing on another issue that was central to the review, 
thatt being whether the volume of trade between the parties could add intra-EEC trade. This is discussed below. 
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compatiblee with the requirements of Article XXIV . Therefore the territories involved should not be 
entitledd to a deviation from the Article IMFN requirement of GATT.3 

Thee following reasons were listed in the report. First, the EEC Treaty provisions failed to contain an 
indicationn that such an association would constitute a free-trade area.4 According to the reported EEC 
position,, whether the Rome Treaty did or did not call the association a free-trade agreement would not 
alterr the nature or legal structure of the resulting formation. Other matters such as investment were 
alsoo to be covered in the association and the limitation of the terminology to that of a "free-trade 
area",, as applied to these associations, would not be appropriate.5 

Second,, the internally restrictive aspects of the association were contrary to Article XXTV:4, which 
statedd that the purpose of regional arrangements should be to facilitate trade between the constituent 
territories.. This GATT Article requirement was contrary to EEC Treaty Article 134 authorising the six 
too take measures in respect to association member duties on imports.6 

Third,, Paragraph (8)(b) of Article XXIV required that a free-trade area formation must be 
accompaniedd by the elimination of the duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce on 
"substantiallyy all the trade". This GATT sub-paragraph authorised where necessary the maintenance 
off  certain regulations of commerce which were otherwise permitted under the GATT (from Articles 
XI-X VV inclusive, and Article XX). These restrictions on commerce which were permitted between 
GATTT parties generally according to certain requirements, were also therefore permitted between the 
partiess to a free-trade area. However, this did not authorise other restrictions of commerce between 
free-tradefree-trade area parties that were not listed in the paragraph. The EEC association appears to have 
deviatedd from these GATT requirement in several respects as enumerated:7 

a)) Association countries were not required to eliminate export duties on goods bound for the 
EECC six; 

b)) EEC Article 133(3) granted the overseas territories a latitude to install new duties, either 
forr fiscal requirements or for purposes of meeting development goals;8 

c)) prior international obligations did not permit certain members of the EEC six to reduce 
dutiess discriminatorily in reference to the trade of particular association territories; 

d)) no provision was included in the Treaty for a complete and permanent elimination of 
quantitativee restrictions on exports from the six to the association countries. 

Inn view of the points made above, the construction was viewed by "most" of the Working Group 
memberss as a preferential agreement or an agreement to extend existing preferences, rather than as an 
agreementt for the formation of free-trade areas.9 In this view, existing preferences between several of 

3L/778,page91,para .. 9. 
44 Ibid. , para. 10. 
55 Dam has suggeste d that the arrangemen t was not initiall y conceive d of as a free-trad e area by the EEC, and 
thee seekin g of qualificatio n unde r Articl e XXIV actuall y emerge d as somethin g of a "legalisti c afterthought "  Dam, 
Kennet hh W. Regional  Economic  Arrangements  and the GATT, the Legacy  of  a Misconception,  Universit y of 
Chicag oo Law Review , V. 30, No. 4, pp. 615-665 (1963), at p. 648. 
66 EEC Articl e 134 permitte d measure s by the Communit y to avoid trad e deflection . There is no identificatio n in 
thee repor t of a respons e particula r to thi s concern . 
77 L/778, para. 15. 
88 EEC Articl e 133 stated , "Th e countrie s and territorie s may, however , levy custom s dutie s whic h meet the needs 
off  thei r developmen t and industrializatio n or produc e revenu e for thei r budgets" . 
99 Accordin g to Dam, "(O)nl y two member s of the EEC were member s of the Workin g Party : Franc e and the 
Netherlands .. Excep t for the Unite d States and Greece, whic h apparentl y remaine d neutra l throughou t the 
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thee EEC six and certain associated countries should be permitted to be continued in force, but should 
nott be permitted to be expanded according to GATT Article 1:2. This Article and paragraph 
committedd certain preferential arrangements to a standstill provision. The provisions of the 
Associationn necessarily extended the preferences on behalf of all of the six in the customs union 
contraryy to the Article 1:2 requirement.10 

3.33.3 Issues  regarding  'permitted  exceptions' 
Inn the Overseas Territories report, the issues raised by the substantially-all trade requirement were 
central.. For a more comprehensive treatment, they can be further divided for discussion. 

3.3.13.3.1 Permitted internal restrictions and the "exhaustive list" 
Articlee XXIV (8)(b) provides a list of GATT Articles that outline the restrictions to internal trade that 
aree permitted to be retained in a free-trade area.11 The primary exceptions contemplated by these 
listedd Articles include, 1) export restrictions to prevent shortages of foodstuffs or other essential 
products;; 2) restrictions connected with the classification, grading and marking of commodities; 3) 
restrictionss necessary to safeguard the country's external financial position in balance of payments and 
relatedd exchange control restrictions; and 4) the general exceptions to protect human, animal or plant 
lifee or health, etc. 

Byy permitting the re-introduction of duties on behalf of the association territories for the purposes of 
development,, some Working Group members took the position that the EEC was invoking an 
applicationn of the GATT's development Article XVm to the Associations. Since the development 
provisionss of Article XVII I were not included in the listing of GATT excepted Articles permitted to 
bee applied by regional partners under Article XXIV : 8(b), it was argued that the re-imposition of 
dutiess for the purposes of development could not be entertained in a free-trade area. 

3.3.1.11 The argument for  a non-exhaustive listing 

Damm singled out this line of argument particularly for his criticism of the "highly legalistic" nature of 
thee report.12 However, the passage of time has also revealed that the failure to reach a determination 
off  the status of the listed articles as either exhaustive or non-exhaustive has remained a key element in 
thee difficulties of applying Article XXTV. On a number of occasions it has also been a source of 
grantingg a degree of flexibility for regional members that may have extended well beyond what was 
contemplatedd by the drafters. 3 

Thee EEC's response to the objection also had a significant bearing on later developments regarding 
thee qualification of free-trade areas. According to the EEC view, Article XXIV:8(b) requirements 
couldd not have been intended to be exhaustive in enumerating the only restrictions that could be 
permittedd between members of a free-trade area. This was demonstrated a contrario by the fact that 
Articlee XXI, GATT's basic exception for national security measures, was also not listed under Article 
XXIVV (8)(b). Given the omission of this important GATT exception from the listing, 

discussions,, the remaining members of the Working Party formed a solid front against the Six on most issues: 
Brazil,, Ceylon, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Federation of the Rhodesias and 
Nyasaland,, and the United Kingdom." K. Dam, Supra note 5 at p. 649, his note 101. 
1oL/778,para.20. . 
111 "...duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce {except where necessary, those permitted under Article 
XI,, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XX) are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the constituent territories in 
productss originating in such territories." Article XXlV:8(b). 
122 K. Dam, Supra note 5 at p. 649, his note 98. 
133 The EC would affirm its 1958 position on the role of the development Articles as late as the first and second 
Bananaa panel cases in the 1990's, discussed in a following chapter. 
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"(it)) would be difficult ...to dispute the right of contracting parties to avail themselves of that 
provision.... and it must therefore be concluded that the list was not exhaustive."14 

Thee report does not indicate that other Working Group members raised any effective rejoinder to the 
EECC position regarding the omission of the security exception. By implication, the EEC position that 
thee Article XXIV : 8(b) listing was not intended by the drafters to be exhaustive appears to have been 
tacitlyy accepted. 

Inn addition, according to the EEC position, any restrictions that regional parties decided to impose 
uponn their mutual trade that did not cumulatively detract from the substantially-all trade requirement 
shouldd be permitted in any case. The GATT Article exceptions under XXIV:(8)(b), according to this 
view,, could only then have been intended as an indicative listing.15 The importance of this question is 
demonstratedd when one considers that the Article XXIV:8(b) listing, if understood to be exhaustive, 
wouldd provide the basis for a leading interpretation that other GATT exceptions to MFN could also 
notnot be applied between regional parties. Thus, as between regional parties, Article XXIV would not 
authorisee the use of contingent measures such as anti-dumping and countervailing duties under Article 
VII  and, although certain additional considerations would apply, the use of safeguards between 
regionall  members under Article XIX.16 None of these Articles are listed in GATT XXIV : 8(b). Thus, 
iff  the EEC's understanding of Article XXIV:8(b) would hold, this would also have significant 
implicationss for future practice, as it would necessarily follow that regional parties would have the 
flexibilit yy to engage in any practice to restrict the trade of their partners, as long as some overall 
cumulativee criteria of meeting substantially-all of the trade was met. Effectively, if the listing of 
GATTT Article restrictions provided in the Article would be understood to be non-exhaustive, then 
theyy also must be considered to be essentially redundant. 

Völkerr also visited this question, but followed a somewhat different line of reasoning to reach a 
conclusionn similar to that advanced in part by the EEC in the report.17 He noted that GATT Article 
XXII  is prefaced by the phrase, "Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent..." This 
suggestss that nothing in Article XXIV shall prevent the operation of the basic security exception, 
whichh would infer that there would have been no need to include Article XXI in the listed Articles 
operatingg as exceptions under Article XXTV. However, since Article XX, which is listed as an 
exceptionn in Article XXIV : 8(b), also contains this same preamble language, one would reasonably 
concludee that the Articlee XXTV (8)(b) listing was not intended to be exhaustive. 

3.3.1.22 Interpretatio n supporting an exhaustive listing 

Anotherr reading contrary to the EEC conclusion is possible, although it was neither raised in the 
Reportt nor in later commentary. This results from the conversion of the Havana Charter to the GATT. 
Thee Havana Charter contained separately titled chapters, including a commercial policy chapter, but 
alsoo a separate chapter for general provisions. This general provisions chapter included the security 
exceptionn which applied to all of the Havana Charter. The resulting GATT contained consecutively 
numberedd Articles. Article XXIV' s predecessor in the final Havana Charter was numbered as Article 
44.. The restrictive regulations of commerce permitted between free-trade area partners in the Havana a 

144 L/778, para. 26. The issue is still raised in the WTO. "With regard to the list of exception in Article XXIV:8t his 
delegation'ss position...was that the fact that Article XXI (security exceptions) had not been included indicated that 
thee list was not exhaustive..." Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, comment by Japan representative, 
(CRTA)) WT/REG/M/15, para. 18, p. 6. 
1515 As though the clause was intended to read that duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce were to 
bee eliminated on substantially-all trade, except where necessary in cases, such as Article XI, etc. 
166 For now we do not raise the question of whether such restrictions would be permitted in the interim period to 
formation. . 
177 E.L.M. Volker, Barrier s to Externa l and Interna l Communit y Trade, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1993, p. 27. 
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Articl ee as those, "under  Section B of Chapter  IV and under  Articl e 45". Chapter  IV of the Charter  is 
titledd "Commercial Policy"  and is that part of the Havana Charter  that later  became the GATT. 
Sectionn B of this Chapter  IV contains Havana Charter  Articles 20 through 24. These Articles match 
GATTT Articles XI  through XV and recount them in the same sequence. 

Articl ee 45 was also a part of the Commercial Policy Chapter  IV and was titled, "General Exceptions 
too Chapter  IV."  With some other  changes to the text, this Articl e later  came to be incorporated as 
GATTT Articl e XX, the General Exceptions Articl e for  the General Agreement. In its original Havana 
position,, this Articl e operated as an exception only to one part of the Havana Charter, the chapter  on 
Commerciall  Policy, and, by its placement in the Commercial Policy Chapter, was not intended to 
operatee as an exception to the ITO Charter  provisions generally. 

However,, the GATT security exception of Articl e XXI , the non-listed Articl e that was raised by the 
EECC as the basis of its argument for  a non-exhaustive interpretation, was not a part of the original 
Havanaa Chapter  IV dedicated to Commercial Policy. Instead, the security exception was located under 
Chapterr  IX of the Havana Charter  and numbered as Articl e 99. It was titled there as "General 
Exceptions".. The rationale for  its location outside the commercial policy chapter  is quite clear  from its 
preamble,, as, "Nothin g in this Charter shall be construed..."  (emphasis added). Thus, within the 
Havanaa draftin g context, this exception was not likely placed before the Workin g Group of the sub-
committeee considering the provisions for  free-trade areas and for  customs unions. Nor  would it likely 
havee been placed before the Commercial Policy Committee after  referral of the draft by the sub-
committee. . 

Ass Havana Charter  Articl e 44 resided within the Commercial Policy chapter, it was reasonable that it 
wouldd list only those articles within its own chapter  which were intended to be excepted by its 
operation.. Given the overall structure of the Charter, it would have been redundant for  the Articl e to 
recitee exceptions which were provided outside the Chapter  on Commercial Policy and which in any 
casee applied to the entire Havana Charter, as did Articl e 99. The most plausible interpretation is 
simplee mistake. In transferrin g the provisions from the ITO Charter  to the GATT, the security 
exception,, now also brought within the GATT as Articl e XXI , was simply omitted by oversight in 
failin gg to make a reference to an exception that was not originally found within the confines of the 
Commerciall  Policy Chapter. 

Inn point, a referral by the draftin g sub-committee at Havana that would have included the security 
exceptionn from the general provisions would have been incongruous as the customs union chapter 
exceptionss were drafted within the context of the Commercial Policy Chapter. This would have had 
thee effect of stating the exception two times. Thus, as recited form our  earlier  chapter  on the Havana 
drafting ,, the referral to the larger  Committee stated the following: 

"(I) nn paragraph 4 the definition of a customs union, which was contained in the second 
sentencee of paragraph 4 of the Geneva draft, has been amended and a definition of a free-
tradee area has been added. This describes a free-trade area as a group of two or more customs 
territorie ss within which tariffs , etc. (except where necessary, those permitted under  section B 
off  Chapter  IV and under  Articl e 43) are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the 
constituentt  territories... or  at least on substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories." 18 8 

Theree would have been no reason for  this listing of articles to include any of the provisions that would 
governn as exceptions to the Havana Charter  as a whole and found outside the parameters of the 
Commerciall  Policy Chapter. 

188 As cite d in Chapte r two of the text . 
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Sincee Article 99 referred to the entire Charter in its preamble, Völker's point that it would have 
precedencee over Article XXIV remains valid. If one were to interpret the exceptions listed in the 
Havanaa Charter Article 44 as though operating under the original Havana Charter, we would certainly 
concludee that the security clause must also be viewed as an additional exception to the requirements, 
evenn though it was not listed. However, since the listing in Article 44 only referred to those articles 
withinn its own Chapter that were to be permitted between regional partners, one would finally 
concludee that the Articles listed in the exceptions were intended to be exhaustive for all those Articles 
determinedd applicable by the process of decision making in the subcommittee in reference to Articles 
off  the Commercial Policy Chapter. 

Thiss interpretation leads one to a somewhat stronger conclusion that other GATT Articles, notably 
Articlee VI and Article XDC, (antidumping and safeguards) were not listed in Article XXIV:8(b) 
becausee they were not intended by the drafters to be permitted as exceptions to the restrictions under 
Articlee XXIV . This view admittedly serves as a legal basis for a far more restrictive interpretation of 
thee Article than was advanced by the Overseas formation proponents and most regional proponents 
thereafter.. However, a strict view which would require the elimination of commercial defence and 
generall  safeguard measures for completed formations does derive support from the conclusions in the 
previouss chapter in regard to the alignmentt of provisions between customs unions as these were 
extendedd to free-trade areas. 

Iff  we understand that free-trade areas and customs unions under Article XXIV were to be generally 
equatedd in their requirements regarding the substantially-all trade requirement, then a more restrictive 
butt more coherent view of Article XXIV : 8(b) is presented. The argument for preserving such 
measuress in a completed customs union is questionable, as it appears inherently inconsistent with the 
formationn of an external common tariff and supposedly, a common commercial policy.19 In a 
completedd customs union acting as a substitution for other customs territories, members would be met 
withh inconsistency in employing continuing trade measures against goods originating in the other 
members,, just as trade measures would be difficult to effect between provinces in a single national 
customss territory. 

Inn a free-trade area where a constituent territory retain its sovereign commercial power, the possibility 
off  directing trade measures between members remains real unless all the members are compelled by 
treatyy law to suspend their use, or otherwise agree to do so. As noted in the previous chapter, there 
wass no prior pattern of practice before the GATT for any agreements known as free-trade areas. 
Therefore,, it cannot be assumed that just because other pre-GATT preferential systems retained the 
usee of contingent measures, that such a retention of country prerogative was also consciously 
envisionedd for the free-trade area exception. To the contrary, if a difference was intended to have been 
recognisedd between customs unions and free-trade areas, it would have been easy for the drafters to 
simplyy provide a different list of exception Articles for free-trade areas. Such a list would have 
acknowledgedd that these formations preserved commercial policy to other members. Instead, the 

Whil ee it is not inconceivabl e that member s woul d retai n interna l authorit y whil e relievin g themselve s of externa l 
authority ,, suc h a situatio n woul d be not be easy to sustai n beyon d a transitiona l period . Jus t as deviation s in the 
externa ll  applicatio n of a commo n tarif f woul d caus e the raisin g of interna l trad e measure s to avoi d trad e 
deflection ,, the applicatio n of interna l measure s woul d lead to a failur e of free circulation . Origi n determinatio n 
woul dd then be require d for good s crossin g interna l border s in orde r to distinguis h thos e subjec t to interna l 
measures .. In the EEC regime , Articl e 115 provide d for suc h derogations , but restricte d in applicatio n to problem s 
incurre dd by the membe r state s in referenc e to trad e fro m thir d countries . As for interna l trade , EEC Articl e 12 
eliminate dd the use of custom s dutie s and charge s of equivalen t effect , and EEC Articl e 30 eliminate d quantitativ e 
restriction ss and measure s of equivalen t effect . EEC Articl e 91 only authorise d the Commissio n to redres s 
dumpin gg withi n the commo n marke t durin g the transitio n period . The placemen t of thi s Articl e in the Treaty' s 
competitio nn polic y chapte r indicate s that the possibilit y of re-exportatio n of good s in a complete d commo n marke t 
woul dd alleviat e the need for individua l member-stat e anti-dumpin g remedies . 
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provisionss regarding customs unions, including its listed article exceptions were "extended"  to the 
casee of free-trade areas. 

I ff  Articl e XXTV:8(b ) exceptions had been determined by decision at the time of the Overseas 
Associationn review to have been exhaustive, a rather  strict equivalency between the internal 
requirementss for  the two types of formations would have been obtained at the outset. Neither  type 
wouldd have found a legal basis under  paragraph 8 of the Articl e to apply internal contingent measures 
too other  members for  originating goods. Although GATT party practice according to the Articl e has 
nott  respected this line of interpretation in any manner, under  different circumstances of review, 
Articl ee XXIV(8)(b ) could have been interpreted to deny the re-introduction of restrictive regulations 
off  commerce other  than those necessary as provided in GATT Articles XI  through XV, the general 
exceptionss according to Articl e XX recognising legitimate national objectives, and of course, the 
generall  security exception of Articl e XXI . This interpretation would have applied to the resulting 
formationss after  the completion of interim periods. Under  what conditions certain transitional 
measuress would have been permitted would have been addressed on a case by case basis in reviewing 
thee plan and schedule of the parties.20 

3.43.4 Issues  regarding  "Substantially-all  trade" 

3.4.13.4.1 Internal-duty adjustments 

AA second issue relating to the internal trade requirement was discussed in The Workin g Group 
regardingg permitted restrictions between regional partners. In response to the question of whether  the 
GATTT Articles listed in XXIV : 8(b) were exhaustive or  not, the reported EEC position was that, 

"L ii  any case, the only question at issue was whether  the protective duties that were authorized 
appliedd to a proportion of the trade of the area consistent with the requirement that duties 
shouldd be eliminated on substantially all the trade" 21 

Thiss opinion was elaborated in more detail as, 
"...thee representatives of the Six pointed out that the elimination of duties within the area - as 
requiredd by paragraph 8(b) - could not be interpreted as meaning that a duty could not be 
reimposedd or  introduced. In the absence of any precise provision to that effect, such a 
restrictiv ee interpretation could not be accepted.. .The General Agreement merely provided 
thatt  the duties in force at a given moment should not affect more than a fraction of the trade, 
soo as not to jeopardize the requirement that substantially all the trade should be liberalized." 22 

Thee net effect of providing for  such flexibility  for  a completed free-trade area, would be that, 
"...i ff  the percentage subject to protective duties reached 20 percent, the institutions of the EEC 
wouldd then, but only then,...apply for  such waivers as they deemed necessary."  23 

Itt  is unfortunate that the issue of re-balancing sectors within a completed free trade agreement was not 
resolvedd by the Workin g Group at this juncture. However, an implici t EEC argument was also not 
addressed.. This suggested that the substantially-all trade requirement only applied to the question of 
protectivee duties. Although the report indicated earlier  that concern was expressed regarding the use 
betweenn the regional parties of quantitative restrictions, the narrow question at hand during the 
discussionn above was the matter  of re-establishing protective duties relative to fiscal charges. In this 

Non-memberss have tended to strenuously object to any interpretation of Article XXIV which would permit 
regionall members to take measures against third country trade which would not likewise apply internally. This 
vieww is inconsistent with Article XXIV requirements as they are outlined here. 
211 L/778, para. 26, italics added. 
222 Ibid., at para. 28. 
233 Ibid., at para. 32. 
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regard,, the EEC appeared to be making an interpretation of the substantially-all trade test that would 
limitt its scope only to the question of duties to be employed between parties, without consideration of 
thee cumulative effects of other restrictive regulations of commerce. 

Thus,, even if one adopted a strict position that only those Articles listed as exceptions under 
paragraphh 8(b) could be employed between the parties, the sum total of these restrictive regulations of 
commercee would also not be included in calculating the substantially-all trade requirement. Since the 
EECC had already determined that the list of Article exceptions were non-exhaustive, one can only 
concludee that a qualified free-trade area would permit the use of duties between parties and the 
adjustmentt of duties up or down to re-balance and exclude sectors as necessary within the parameter. 
Inn addition, whatever other restrictive regulations advisable to be applied between the members would 
nott have any bearing on the substantially-all trade test. 

3.4.23.4.2 The scope of the requirement as to duties and/or measures 
Thiss EEC position presented the Working Group with a question regarding the scope of the 
substantially-alll  trade requirement. Shall it be read to permit flexibility for the partners for both duties 
andd measures, for duties only, or for measures only? The EEC view in the report can be read to 
supportt the notion that the requirement was being applied only to duties. 

Commentatorss have not been active in setting a response to the question of the scope of the 
substantially-alll  trade requirement. One can be reminded of Jackson's suggestion that the term 
"substantially""  was not accidental but reflected the result of careful consideration in the negotiation 
andd drafting of the text.24 At the same time, Dam left us with a somewhat more cryptic definition of 
"substantial""  in suggesting that it must refer to something less than "all of thee trade", but certainly 
somethingg more than "some of the trade". Neither offered an opinion as to whether the requirement is 
too be imposed upon only duties or only measures or both. This, however, was the concise issue that 
wass presented by this aspect of the formation as a result of the EEC position taken. 

Thee most restrictive interpretation that can be offered would state that duties are to be eliminated on 
alll  of the trade. Then, other restrictive regulations as measures would be entertained according to the 
Articlee XXIV(8)(b) listing of excepted Articles and as applied according to those provisions. In this 
readingg the SAT requirement grants flexibility for listed restrictive regulations but does not permit the 
continuingg application or re-imposition of any duties after the interim period. 

AA "middle" view would permit duties together with other restrictive regulations to be counted together 
inn determining whether substantially-all trade was being covered by the agreement. This would appear 
too coincide most closely with the punctuation of the text, which provides that, "duties and other 
restrictivee regulations... are eliminated." However, this construction, as does any other permitting 
maintenancee of duties after formation, also forces the question of what exactly is an appropriate 
quantityy of coverage to satisfy the SAT requirement. While the stricter view above does not provide 
flexibilityflexibility  for any duties, it does resolve the definitional problem of coverage by permitting only those 
measuress that would be permitted between GATT parties as listed exceptions in any case. Although 
moree rigorous, the stricter reading is easier to apply and confers a higher degree of legal certainty 
regardingg the nature of the obligation to be imposed upon regional members. 

Itt is not clear from the report whether the Working Group appreciated that the EEC was advancing the 
"leastt strict" interpretation. It is possible that the question of the scope of the SAT requirement was 
passedd over by the group due to the overriding problem as to "how much" trade would be required to 
bee covered in order to qualify for the Article XXIV exception. 

244 Jackson, John H. World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
1969,, p. 608, citing UN doc. (1946) EPCT/C.II/PV.7, at 20. 
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3.4.33.4.3 The extent of coverage required by "substantially-all trade " 

Thee EEC stated the position that, if the Workin g Group was not able to advance a clear  fraction of 
whatt  constituted "substantially all the trade", then it was likewise not in a position to determine that a 
smalll  volume of trade still operating by duties would violate the SAT requirement.25 The EEC argued 
thatt  only a small percentage of total trade (1.5%) would be affected by such duties. However, as noted 
inn the report, this volume of trade appeared to include intra-EEC trade flows, a notation that was 
understoodd by the Workin g Group to be inconsistent with the formation of the customs union which 
wouldd function as a single party to the Associations. 

Whenn challenged to present a better  calculation to permit an analysis of how much trade was being 
covered,, the EEC note indicated a refusal to provide such data unless the Workin g Group was 
preparedd to first  present its definition of substantially-all the trade.26 Although it was somewhat 
disingenuouss to attempt to apply the SAT standard to internal EEC trade, the EEC concern in 
revealingg the actual bilateral trade between territorie s was that once revealed, the Workin g Group 
wouldd retroactively determine that the volume of trade covered was inconsistent with the SAT 
requirement.. Thus, the Workin g Group should "go first"  in enunciating the percentage standard to 
apply,, and then the EEC would supply the data.2 Without such a definition being first  provided, the 
EECC was prepared to consider  (unilaterally) that a free-trade area covering 80% of the trade between 
thee parties should be considered as a qualified agreement.28 

Inn this exchange it is apparent that both parties were confronted with the problem of enunciating a 
quantityy test which would then provide the other  an opportunity to tailor  the associations to the 
requirement.. For  the EEC's part, bilateral trade flows were not going to be disclosed since the 
Workin gg Group could then set the fraction of trade at a level which would disqualify the association. 
However,, given the inconclusive form of the agreements being reviewed with their  lack of a clear 
plann or  schedule showing reciprocity, and their  retained right to re-impose future duties, one can also 
conjecturee that the actual bilateral trade covered by the agreement might not have reached the 80% 
thresholdd advanced by the EEC. Later  reviews of the Associations do tend to suggest that 80% may 
neverr  have been reached. Moreover, given these other  problems, one could also argue that coverage 
shouldd have been the last thing to actually consider, and perhaps not considered at all until the other 
difficultie ss were addressed to the satisfaction of the Workin g Group. That however  suggests a process 
thatt  was not in application during this or  later  GATT Workin g Group reviews. 

3.4.43.4.4 Reverse flexibility 

Whil ee the Overseas Association review concentrated on the subject of reverse preferences, perhaps an 
impressionn has thereby been left that only the developing countries were granted flexibilit y in the 
preferencess they were required to make. This is likely incorrect, and although the flexibilit y granted to 
thee EEC as a party to the arrangements is not considered in the review, this aspect is also relevant to 
thee legal criteri a and forms a part of the necessary story that is to be disclosed in a review process. 

Whyy there is such an absence of attention to the EEC's obligations under  the Association is not clear 
fromfrom  the review, but it is apparent that no adequate data to assess the EEC's market opening 
commitmentt  was ever  forwarded by the proponents. The EEC assertion that only 1.5% of the trade 
betweenn the parties was uncovered by the commitment was correctly rejected outright not only for  its 

255 L/778, para 29. 
266 Ibid. , at para 31. 
277 Ibid . 
288 Ibid. , at para 30. This is the firs t referenc e in a GATT Workin g Grou p revie w repor t of the so-calle d 80% 
requirement .. It has been occasionall y applie d in commentar y to sugges t that som e typ e of findin g was made in 
thi ss  Workin g Grou p that thi s percentag e level met the requirement . There was no suc h findin g in thi s review . 
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inclusionn of infra-Community trade flows. In this figure there was also the likelihood that "covered" 
referredd to partial reductions of duties as well as to duty levels committed to be taken to zero. In the 
EEC'ss refusal to table the bilateral trade data the degree of trade affected by restrictive measures was 
alsoo necessarily undisclosed.29 

Ass we know, the result of this exchange was the proponents*  self-declared 20% designation, but how 
wouldd review parties ever determine the meeting of that requirement in the absence of disclosure? 
Fromm the EEC position, it appears that the proponents would apply for a waiver as necessary 
accordingg to Article XXV if this 20% threshold were ever breached. Although not taken up by the 
Workingg Group, three ramifications are apparent. First, the EC never did concede that the 20% 
parameterr would exclude intra-community trade. If the trade between member states was factored, 
thenn substantially all of the trade between the EC and the Association parties could be subjected to 
measuress without breaching the 20% limit. Second, flexibilit y was intended by the 20% limit in 
regardd to substituting one measure for another, or one sector for another. The EC made it clear that the 
partiess intended to be free to open and close as they wish within the percentage parameter. This would 
supposedlyy apply to both measures invoked by the EEC and to measures invoked by the other 
partners.. Third and related, the blanket limit as set made no allocation in regard to the limit to be 
appliedd by each party. If the 20% restriction referred to overall bilateral trade, The EC could avail 
itselff  of 19% of the limit , granting the partners 1%, or perhaps the limit could relate to 20% of each 
party'ss trade to the other. 

3.53.5 Chapter  Conclusion:  'commitment'  as a standard  for  review 
Itt is conceivable that in a Review presented with different facts, that some progress toward 
formulatingg the application of Article XXI V to a free-trade area might have been realised. It is hard to 
imaginee a worse set of facts to challenge the Article, devoid as it was of any previous interpretive 
frameworkframework for the tests to be applied. However, the Overseas Association Working Group did attempt 
too isolate the various standards to be applied to a submitted formation, and at least sought to 
determinee whether or not the formation was compatible with the Article. One might suggest that but 
forr the proponent's opinions, the balance of the Group might have well voted a resounding 'nay' on 
thee Associations. Nevertheless, from this review forward, commentary has been normally quick to 
commencee its criticism of the process by reference to the imprecision of the drafting of the Article and 
lackk of clarity of the legal terms to be applied. After summarising the review, one is more inclined to 
layy fault on the lack of transparency in disclosure and upon certain institutional weaknesses in the 
process,, an argument we wil l develop in the next chapter. 

Forr now, to demonstrate that the Working Group was in control of an appropriate line of analysis 
whichh could have led to the development of meaningful criteria over time, the following report 
statementt is offered: 

"(M)anyy members of the Sub-Group said that each case of a proposed customs union or free-
tradee area had to be considered on its merits and that it was, therefore, inappropriate to fix a 
generall  figure of the percentage of trade which could be subjected to internal barriers without 
runningg counter to the definition in paragraph 8 (b) of Article XXIV . A matter to be 
consideredconsidered was whether the provisions of a free-trade area pointed towards a gradual 
increaseincrease of barriers affecting the trade between the constituent parties or a gradual reduction 
ofof such barriers.,{2a 

Thee comment poses the foundation for a workable test in that it calls for a demonstration of whether 
regionall  members intend to reduce barriers over time. Absent documentation to support such a 
commitment,, it is hard to imagine why Article XXI V should be available to grant an exception from 
GATT'ss other obligations. As indicated by paragraph 7 of the Article, this demonstration is required 

L/778,, para. 30-32. 
19588 BISD, Sixth Supplement, Reports 29 November, 1957, para. 34, (italics added). 
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too be made by the submission of a plan and schedule. With reasonable disclosure, an initial 
determinationn can be exacted and examined in combination with the declaration of parties and the 
provisionss of the applicable agreement. 

Thee key element required to apply such a test is that of "commitment". The inquiry should be seen to 
revolvee on the question of whether the parties have demonstrated a quality of commitment sufficient 
too pass the interim period with a gradual decrease of barriers. If the provisions of an agreement are 
silentt on this point, or actually point to a possible gradual increase of barriers over time, then the 
qualityy of commitment is low. The chances of completion are diminished and the agreement should 
nott be supported according to the terms of the Article.31 As minimal as this test is in imposing any 
precisee criteria, arguably the Overseas Association did not even reach this first rung on the ladder. As 
aa number of regional plans submitted after the Overseas Association also failed to exhibit qualities of 
commitmentt as suggested, it is not so difficult to understand why so many reviews failed to reach any 
consensuss in support of the regional proponents. It is to a number of systemic problems that flowed 
fromfrom these later reviews that the discussion will now turn. 

311 Articl e XXIV:8 togethe r wit h Articl e XXIV:7 is an indicatio n that GATT Contractin g Partie s are entitle d to 
receiv ee a credibl e demonstratio n of commitment . 
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